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falke 80 with no caliber markings and theory on serial numbers
January 5 2016 at 5:29 AM

lee  (Login xcman27500)

i have noticed my .177 falke 80 has no caliber markings on it, is this normal? i also do not see a made in germany stamp anywhere, only markings i have is the falke model 80 on top of the reciever, any thoughts would be great. also, i have #36 and seems to
be a duplicate, was wondering if maybe they gave sequential serial numbers to country specific guns? meaning like serial 36 was the number out of a batch of guns that went to africa, and the next batch went to a different country, repeating the numbers
at 1 again. just a theory
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Lee. January 5 2016, 9:47 PM 

I pretty sure I've also seen Falkes with fewer barrel markings than usual, so it's not unknown. 

Maybe the missing 'made in Germany' stamp was at a purchaser's request? - the country of origin can't have gone down very well in some export markets in the sensitive post-War 1950s! 

As for your conjecture about the country-specific numbering, I'm afraid your guess is as good as anyone else's. It seems like a perfectly good theory to me, although as I've said before, I no longer have
confidence that the numbers are serial numbers at all, and suspect they could well just be maker's marks, or similar...

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""
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lee
 (Login xcman27500)

thank you! January 5 2016, 11:47 PM 

weird about no caliber markings, the country makes god sense, i eally didnt even thik about that. i would include some pics of my rifle, but honestly it is in some abomination of a home made f.t. stock,
and looks horrible! lol kinda embarrassing really, as it is a fine rifle and deserves better then something that looks like ray charles carved it with his feet! i'm sure i will never find a stock for it in any
condition......maybe a custom one is in order some day. anyways if you want to put it in the database #36 duplicate is in the u.s.a
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Cory
 (Login mnsty)

Falke 80 stock January 11 2016, 2:48 AM 

There was one for sale recently (fairly) sorry but can't remember which site. Either Gun broker, Ebay or one of the forums I pretty much stay to those.
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Jochen
 (Login zielvier)

stock January 12 2016, 5:22 PM 

had one for sale-now sold. still have these original parts for sale (should fit at 80 and 90 (?) : 
 

http://sta.sh/0tk90q2sluj 
 

regards, Jochen
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LEE
 (Login xcman27500)

JOCHEN ILL TAKE THOSE PARTS! January 13 2016, 1:42 PM 

PLEASE EMAIL ME AT XCMAN27500@GMAIL.COM TO DISCUSS, THANKS!
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Jochen
 (Login zielvier)

parts January 13 2016, 4:22 PM 

lee, my provider doesn´t take this emailadress.... 
 b.r. jochen
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LEE
 (Login xcman27500)

THANK YOU January 13 2016, 1:41 PM 
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